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Electron correlations in partially filled lowest and excited Landau levels
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The electron correlations near the half-filling of the lowest and excited Landau levels~LL’s ! are studied
using numerical diagonalization. It is shown that in the low-lying states electrons avoid pair states with relative
angular momentaR corresponding to positive anharmonicity of the interaction pseudopotentialV(R). In the
lowest LL, the superharmonic behavior ofV(R) causes Laughlin correlations~avoiding pairs withR51) and
the Laughlin-Jain series of incompressible ground states. In the first excited LL,V(R) is harmonic at short
range and a different series of incompressible states results. Similar correlations occur in the paired Moore-
Readn5

5
2 state and in then5

7
3 and 8

3 states, all having small total parentage fromR51 and 3 and large
parentage fromR55. The n5

7
3 and 8

3 states are different from Laughlinn5
1
3 and 2

3 states and, in finite
systems, occur at a different LL degeneracy~flux!. The series of Laughlin-correlated states of electron pairs at
n5212/(q212)5 8

3 , 5
2 , 12

5 , and 7
3 is proposed, although only in then5

5
2 state pairing has been confirmed

numerically. In the second excited LL,V(R) is subharmonic at short range and~near the half-filling! the
electrons group into spatially separated largern51 droplets to minimize the number of strongly repulsive pair
states atR53 and 5.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.125312 PACS number~s!: 73.43.2f, 71.10.Pm, 73.21.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a pure two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! in a
high-magnetic field fills a fractionn of a degenerate Landa
level ~LL !, the nature of the ground state~GS! and low-lying
excitations are completely determined by their~Coulomb!
interaction. The correlations induced by this interaction c
be probed in transport or optical measurements, and, for
ample, the occurrence of nondegenerate incompressible
uidlike GS’s1 at certain values ofn is responsible for the
fractional quantum Hall~FQH! effect.2–4 In the lowest (n
50) LL, the FQH effect is observed at various filling facto
n5 1

3 , 2
3 , 2

5 etc., all being simple odd-denominator fraction
The origin of these fractions lies in the special form
~Laughlin! correlations1 that result from the short-range cha
acter of the Coulomb interaction pseudopotential5–7 in the
lowest LL. The explanation of all the observed fractions
volves identification of Laughlin incompressible GS’s atn
5(2p11)21, where p is an integer, and their elementa
~quasiparticle! excitations,1 and the observation that at ce
tain fillings nQP the quasiparticles form Laughlin incom
pressible GS’s of their own.8–10 This ~Haldane’s! hierarchy
construction predicts no incompressible GS’s at ev
denominator fractions, in perfect agreement with the exp
ments in the lowest LL. Because of its equivalence11,12 to
Haldane’s hierarchy picture, Jain’s noninteracting compo
fermion ~CF! model13–16 also predicts FQH states at th
same fractions.

Quite surprisingly, the FQH effect at an eve
denominator fraction has been discovered17–21 in the half-
filled first excited (n51) LL. The incompressibility atn
521 1

2 5 5
2 could not be explained within Haldane’s hiera

chy ~or Jain’s noninteracting CF! picture and it was imme-
diately obvious that it implied a different type of correl
tions. Since even-denominator Laughlin states occur
bosons, electron pairing was suggested by Halperin,22 and
0163-1829/2001/63~12!/125312~10!/$15.00 63 1253
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various explicit paired-state trial wave functions have be
constructed by a number of authors.5,23–25 Although earlier
theories5,26 suggesteds pairing ~spin depolarization due to a
small Zeeman energy; an idea later seemingly supported
experiments in tilted-magnetic fields19–21!, it is now
established27,28 that the n5 5

2 state is well described by a
spin-polarized wave function introduced by Moore and Re
~MR!.24 Morf27 and Rezayi and Haldane28 compared the ac-
tual Coulomb eigenstates of up to 16 electrons with differ
trial wave functions, and found that then5 5

2 GS has large
overlap with the~particle-hole symmetrized! MR state,24 the
phase transition between the ‘‘CF behavior’’ and pairing
driven by the strength of interaction at short range, and
actual Coulomb pseudopotential in then51 LL is close to
the transition point.

While the non-Laughlin character of then5 5
2 state fol-

lows from Haldane’s ‘‘odd-denominator’’ rule, the type o
correlations that cause incompressibility of other FQH sta
observed17–21 in the n51 LL have not yet been completel
understood. The occurrence of the FQH effect at such pro
nent Laughlin-Jain fractions asn521 1

3 5 7
3 , 21 2

3 5 8
3 , or 2

1 1
5 5 11

5 might indicate that, although weakened because
reduction of Coulomb repulsion at short range, Laughlin c
relations persist in the excited (n51) LL. The decrease of
excitation gaps~e.g., the gap atn5 7

3 being smaller than a
n5 1

3 ) could be interpreted as a direct measure of this we
ening, and it might seem natural that only the most prom
nent FQH states of then50 LL persist atn51. Conse-
quently, one could try to model correlations in the excit
LL’s using some modified version of the hierarchy or C
picture. For example, it has been proposed26,29 that the CF’s
are formed in excited LL as well~i.e., the electrons bind
vortices of the many-body wave function—which is a de
nition of Laughlin correlations!, although the effects of
CF-CF interaction~pairing! are more important atn51. On
the other hand, numerical calculations6,30 seem to disagree
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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with experiments by showing neither Laughlin correlatio
nor incompressibility atn5 7

3 . For example, quite differen
energy spectra are obtained6 for N<11 electrons at the sam
value of the LL degeneracy~flux! corresponding to the
Laughlin n5 1

3 filling of the n50 andn51 LL’s. In the n
51 LL, the Laughlin quasiparticles or the magneto-rot
band do not occur, and the excitation gap oscillates a
function of N and does not converge to a finite value forN
→`.

The occurrence of an incompressible GS at a specific
ing factor results from the type of correlations that genera
occur in the low-lying states near this filling. Therefor
these correlations must be studied before the correct
wave functions can be constructed~or, at least, before thei
success can be understood!. The correlations near the hal
filling of the lowest and excited LL’s are the main subject
this paper. We assume complete spin-polarization of the
tially filled LL and perform the numerical calculations i
Haldane’s spherical geometry, where each LL has the fo
of a (2l 11)-fold degenerate angular momentum shell. T
correlations in a Hilbert space restricted to an isolated LL
best defined through the occupation numbers~fractional
parentage6,7,31,32! G for different pair eigenstates labeled b
the relative pair angular momentumR. The G(R) contains
more information about the nature of a studied many-bo
state than its overlap with a trial wave function. It is al
easier to interpret than the real-space pair-correlation fu
tion g(r ).

We explain the effects of harmonic (VH) and anharmonic
(VAH) parts of the interaction pseudopotentialV5VH1VAH
on correlations. TheVH(R) is a pseudopotential of a repu
sive harmonic interaction potentialVH(r )5VH(0)2br2

~whereb.0 is a constant! within the nth LL. The relation
between the anharmonicity ofV and correlations do not de
pend on geometry, even though the specific form ofVH(R)
does: on a plane,VH is linear in R, while on Haldane’s
sphere, it is linear inL8(L811), whereL852l 2R is the
usual total pair angular momentum.6

Although the division ofV into VH andVAH is not unique,
a simple theorem that links theG(R) profile of low-lying
states with the sign of the anharmonic part is formulated
the particular (R-dependent! choice ofVAH

(R) for which

VAH
(R)~R12!5VAH

(R)~R14!50. ~1!

It follows from this theorem that the Laughlin correlation
occur in the vicinity ofn5(2p11)21, that is, the pair state
at all R<2p21 are maximally avoided, if and only i
VAH

(R)(R).0 at eachR<2p21. The positive or negative
sign of VAH

(R)(R) defines the super- and sub-harmonicity
interactionV at a given value ofR, respectively. In these
terms, the theorem can be rephrased as: The Laughlin c
lations occur atn'(2p11)21 if V is superharmonic atR
<2p21, that is at short range, and they are destructed w
V becomes harmonic or subharmonic at short range.6,7 The
identification of the change of correlations whenV changes
from superharmonic to harmonic at short range clarifies
physical meaning of the critical strength of the highe
12531
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pseudopotential parameter~relative to the Coulomb value! at
which the transition between the Laughlin and MR pha
has been found.27,28

From the analysis of the energy spectra ofN<16 elec-
trons at different values of 2l ~LL degeneracy!, we identify
three series of nondegenerate (L50) GS’s which in the ther-
modynamic limit ofN→` and N/(2l 11)→n converge to
the incompressible states atn5 5

2 , 7
3 , and 8

3 . As shown by
Morf,27 the finite-size MRn5 5

2 states occur for evenN at
2l 52N11. Then5 7

3 state occurs at 2l 53N27, which is
different than 2l 53N23 of the Laughlinn5 1

3 state ~the
same is true for their particle-hole symmetric conjugates
n5 8

3 and 2
3 ).

The analysis of theG(R) curves obtained for differen
values of N and 2l and different model pseudopotentia
shows that the electron correlations near the half-filling
the n51 LL depend critically on the harmonic behavior o
V(R) at short range.~At n< 9

4 the CF picture with four
attached fluxes works and, for example, then5 11

5 state has
Laughlin correlations.6! Thus, the three incompressible stat
at n5 5

2 , 7
3 , and 8

3 all have similar~not Laughlin electron-
electron, although maybe Laughlin pair-pair! correlations. In
all low-lying states near the half-filling, electrons minimiz
the total parentage from two pair states of highest repuls
R51 and 3, which results inG(1)'G(3) and large value of
G(5). Cusps in the dependence ofG(1)1G(3) andG(5) on
N and 2l coincide with occurrence of incompressiblen5 5

2 ,
7
3 , and 8

3 states~similar to cusps inG(1) andG(3) in then
50 LL signalling the Laughlin-Jain states!. For the MRn
5 5

2 state, the number ofR51 pairs is roughly equal to the
half of the electron number12 N, which supports the conjec
ture of pairing.

In the second excited (n52) LL, V(R) is subharmonic at
short range and superharmonic at long range, and the m
mization of energy requires avoidance of strongly repuls
pair states at the intermediateR53 and 5, that is having
G(3)'G(5),G(1)'G(7). This is achieved by grouping o
electrons into spatially separatedn51 droplets. Our values
of G(1) suggest that in a finite system each droplet cons
of three electrons. This precludes pairing in then5 9

2 state,
but not formation of larger droplets or the charge-dens
wave stripe order33,34 in an infinite system.

II. MODEL

We consider a system ofN electrons confined on a
Haldane sphere8 of radiusR. The magnetic fieldB normal to
the surface is produced by a Dirac magnetic monop
placed at the origin. The strength 2S of the monopole is
defined in the units of flux quantumf05hc/e, so that
4pR2B52Sf0 and the magnetic length isl5R/AS. The
single-particle states~monopole harmonics!8,35,36 are the
eigenstates of angular momentuml>S and its projectionm.
The single-particle energies fall into (2l 11)-fold degenerate
angular momentum shells~LL’s !, and thenth shell hasl
5S1n.

At large B, the electron-electron~Coulomb! interaction is
weak compared to the cyclotron energy\vc , and the scat-
tering between different LL’s can be neglected. In the lo
2-2
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ELECTRON CORRELATIONS IN PARTIALLY FILLED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 125312
lying many-electron states at a filling factorn tot52 f 1n
~wheref is an integer andn,1), a numberf of lowest LL’s
~with n50, 1,..., f 21) are completely filled. For simplicity
in the following we will omit the subscript ‘‘tot’’ and, de-
pending on the context,n will denote either partial filling of
the highest occupied LL or the total filling factorn tot .

The Coulomb interaction within a partially filled LL~with
n5 f ) is given by a pseudopotential5–7 VC

(n)(R). The pseudo-
potentialV(R) is defined as the interaction energyV of a
pair of particles as a function of their relative angular m
mentumR. On a sphere,R52l 2L8 whereL85u l11 l2u is
the total pair angular momentum. For identical~spin-
polarized! fermions,R is an odd integer, and largerR means
larger average separation.6

The many-electron Hamiltonian can be written as

H5(
i jkl

ci
†cj

†ckcl^ i j uVukl&1const, ~2!

where cm
† (cm) creates~annihilates! an electron in stateu l

5S1 f ,m& of the n5 f LL, the two body interaction matrix
elements ^ i j uVukl& are related withV(R) through the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The constant term includes
energy of the completely filled LL’s withn, f , the cyclotron
energy of the electrons in then5 f LL, and their interaction
with the underlying~rigid! completely filled LL’s, and will
be omitted.

Hamiltonian~2! is diagonalized numerically in Haldane
spherical geometry, for a finite numberN of electrons at
different values of 2l , corresponding to13 <n< 2

3 . The result
is the spectrum of energyE as a function of total angula
momentumL. The L50 ground states separated from t
rest of the spectrum by an excitation gapD represent the
nondegenerate (k50) GS’s on a plane. If a series of suc
GS’s can be identified at increasingN and 2l 5n21N
1const, and if the gapD does not collapse in theN→`
limit, these GS’s describe an incompressible state of an
nite 2DEG at a filling factor 2f 1n.

III. FRACTIONAL PARENTAGE

The electric conductivity and other properties that invo
electron scattering depend critically on the correlations in
partially filled LL, which in turn depend entirely on the form
of interaction pseudopotentialV(R). The correlations are
best described in terms of the coefficients of fractio
~grand! parentage6,7,31,32 ~CFGP! G(R). The CFGP gives a
fraction of electron pairs that are in the pair eigenstate o
givenR, and thusG(R) can be regarded as a pair-correlati
function. The energyELa of a stateuLa& can be conve-
niently expressed through CFGP’s as

ELa5
1

2
N~N21!(R GLa~R!V~R!, ~3!

and the normalizaton condition is(RGLa(R)51. The
CFGP’s also satisfy another constraint,6,7
12531
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N~N21!(R GLa~R! L8~L811!

5L~L11!1N~N22! l ~ l 11!, ~4!

whereL852l 2R.

IV. LAUGHLIN CORRELATIONS

The pseudopotentialVH(R) of the harmonic interaction
VH(r )5VH(0)2br2 within an isolated (nth! LL is linear in
L8(L811),6 and from Eqs.~3! and ~4! it follows that its
energy spectrum is degenerate at each value ofL. In other
words, the harmonic interaction~within an isolated LL! does
not cause any correlations, which are hence entirely de
mined by the anharmonic partVAH(R) of the total pseudo-
potential V(R)5VH(R)1VAH(R). Moreover, at a filling
factor n>(2p11)21, most important is the behavior o
V(R) at R<2p11 ~corresponding to the pair of ‘‘nearest
electrons in the Laughlin state! and at those values wher
V(R) changes most quickly~i.e., where the ‘‘effective
force’’ ;dV/d^r & is the largest!. The occurrence of Laugh
lin correlations in the FQH systems and their insensitivity
the details of the pseudopotential result from the followin

Theorem 1:If for any three pair states atR1,R2,R3
the pseudopotentialV increases more quickly than linearly a
a function ofL8(L811), that is,V is superharmonic mean
ing that VAH can be chosen so thatVAH(R1).0 and
VAH(R2)5VAH(R3)50 @cf. Eq. ~1!#, then the energyEL of
a many-electron state can be lowered without changing
total angular momentumL by transferring some of the par
entage fromG(R1) andG(R3) to G(R2) in accordance with
Eq. ~4!.

This theorem was earlier found numerically,6 and it can
be easily proven by noticing that the above-mentioned tra
fer of ~infinitesimal! parentage without changingL means
replacing G(R1), G(R2), and G(R3) by G(R1)2d1 ,
G(R2)1d2, andG(R3)2d3, respectively, such thatd11d3

5d2 and, from Eq. ~4!, d1L18(L1811)1d3L38(L3811)
5d2L28(L2811). Clearly, such transfer does not change
total energyEL given by Eq.~3! if V is harmonic@i.e., linear
in L8(L811)], andthat it decreases or increasesEL if V is
superharmonic or subharmonic, respectively.

It follows from theorem 1 that ifV(R) is superharmonic
at smallR ~at short range!, the lowest-energy states at eachL
will have minimum possible parentage from the~most
strongly repulsive! pair state at the smallest value ofR51.
Depending on the values ofN and 2l , the parentage from
R51 may even be avoided completely in the lowest-ene
states at someL. The complete avoidance ofp-pair states at
R<2p21 is described by a Jastrow prefactor) i , j (zi
2zj )

2p in the many-electron wave function. In particular, th
Laughlin incompressiblen5(2p11)21 GS1 is the only state
at a givenN and 2l for which G(R)50 for R<2p21.

V. PAIRING AND LAUGHLIN PAIRED STATES

The opposite of theorem 1 applies forV that is subhar-
monic for any three pair states atR1,R2,R3. In such case,
2-3
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it is favorable to transfer parentage from the intermediateR2
to the smallestR1 and largestR3. For the pseudopotentia
that is subharmonic at short range, large parentage from
pair state at the minimum value ofR51 in the lowest-
energy many-electron states is equivalent to the formatio
R51 pairs. Such pairing would be energetically favorable
minimize parentage from the strongly repulsiveR53 state,
even at the cost of a larger parentage from the~relatively less
repulsive! R51 state. Although the resulting pairs are n
formed because of any electron-electron attraction, but ra
because of repulsion from the surrounding 2DEG~and thus
their stability depends onn), the many-electron correlation
can be described in terms of electron pairing and the~possi-
bly simpler! correlations between pairs.

On a sphere, eachR51 pair is a boson with the tota
angular momentum ofl 252l 21. The two-boson pair state
are labeled by the total angular momentumL2852l 22R2

whereR2 is an even integer, and the pair-pair interaction
defined by an effective pseudopotentialV2(R2). The Pauli
exclusion principle applied to individual electrons results
a hard core at a numberp252 of lowest values ofR2 ~simi-
lar to that of charged excitons37!, so thatR2>2p2 for all
pairs. Such hard core can be accounted for by a mean
~MF! composite boson~CB! transformation with 2p2 flux
quanta attached to each boson. The CB transformation g
an effective CB angular momentuml 2* 5 l 22p2(N221),
whereN2 is the number of pairs. In the CB picture, all man
bosonL-multiplets can be obtained by addition ofN2 angular
momental 2* of individual CB’s ~without an additional hard
core!. For example, then51 state of electrons correspond
to the condensate of CB’s in their only availablel 2* 50 state.
If the pair-pair pseudopotentialV2(R2) is superharmonic
~and l 2* .0), an additional MF CB transformation attachin
an even number of 2q2 fluxes to each pair can be applied
select the lowest energy band of paired states that avo
number ofq2 lowest values ofR2 beyond the hard core. Th
electron and CB filling factors, in theN→` limit defined as
n5N/2l andn2* 5N2/2l 2* , are related by

n215~4n2* !2111 ~5!

and, for example, the series of Laughlin correlated CB sta
at n2* 5 1

8 , 1
6 , 1

4 , and 1
2 occur at the electron filling factorsn

5 1
3 , 2

5 , 1
2 , and 2

3 , respectively. It is quite remarkable tha
coincidentally, some of the most prominent odd-denomina
Laughlin-Jain fractions occur among these states along
the ~even-denominator! half-filled state.

On a Haldane’s sphere, Laughlinn2* 5(2q2)21 states of
bosons have 2l 2* 52q2(N221), and thus the Laughlin
correlated pairedn52/(q212) states occur at

2l 5
q212

2
N212q2 . ~6!

It is noteworthy that applying the particle-hole symme
(N↔Nh , whereNh52l 112N is the number of holes in
the isolated LL! to Eq. ~6! generates a different series
states at
12531
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2l 5
q212

q2
N11. ~7!

That is because~in a finite system on a sphere! Laughlin
paired states of electrons atn do not occur at the same value
of 2l as the Laughlin paired states of holes at 12n ~a similar
effect was discussed in Ref. 38!.

If only a fraction 2N2 /N,1 of electrons formed pairs in
a many-electron state, the correlations should be describe
terms of N2 pairs ~bosons! and N15N22N2 excess elec-
trons ~fermions!. The pair states of one electron and o
electron pair are labeled byL128 5 l 11 l 22R12 where l 1[ l
and R12 is any integer, and the electron-pair interaction
defined by V12(R12). A multicomponent MF composite
transformation~CP! can be used to account for the electro
pair hard core that forbidsR12,2. In such transformation,37

each electron couples top1252 flux quanta attached to eac
pair, and each pair sees equal numberp12 of fluxes attached
to each electron~in addition to 2p2 fluxes that each pair see
on every other pair!, giving CF and CB angular moment
l 2* 5 l 22 1

2 p12N12p2(N221) andl 1* 5 l 12 1
2 p12N2. It is easy

to check that a full shell ofN52l 11 electrons~the n51
state! can be viewed as the only available state ofN2 pairs
and N152l 1122N2 excess electrons, in which the pai
condense atl 2* 50 and the electrons completely fill their C
shell of 2l 1* 5N121.

If both electron-pair and pair-pair repulsions are superh
monic, additional CP transformations can be used to se
low-energy states in which an appropriate number
electron-electron, pair-pair, and electron–pair pair state
the smallestR1 , R2, and R12, respectively, are avoided
While the discussion of the multicomponent electron-p
~boson-fermion! liquids with Laughlin correlations will be
presented elsewhere,39 let us note that such a state might b
a more appropriate description of then5 7

3 state than a fully
pairedn2* 5 1

8 state.
The idea of a paired incompressible GS atn5 5

2 ~half-
filled n51 LL! has been suggested by a number
authors,5,22–25as the even-denominator fractions are char
teristic of Laughlin-correlated systems of bosons. Howev
as shown in Fig. 1~a!, the Coulomb pseudopotentialVC

(1)(R)
in the first excited LL is almost harmonic@linear in L8(L8
11)] rather than subharmonic betweenR51 and 5, and
super-harmonic at largerR. Whether the above-sketched C
picture correctly describes correlations in then5 5

2 state de-
pends on whether the harmonicity~or weak superharmonic
ity! of VC

(1)(R) at R<5 is sufficient to cause pairing. If only
the pairs are formed, the pair-pair repulsion will certainly
superharmonic~for the relevantR2) because the Coulomb
repulsion in then51 LL is subharmonic only for smallR,
and not for electrons that belong to different pairs.

It is noteworthy that inclusion of the effects of the fini
width of the quasi-2D electron layer even enhances the
monicity of the Coulomb pseudopotential at short ran
This is because the pseudopotential of the 3D Coulomb
teractionV(r ,z)}1/Ar 21z2 in a quasi-2D layer of widthw
can be well approximated by that of an effective 2D poten
V(r )}1/Ar 21d2 with d5w/5, and becauseV(r )'(1
2-4
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ELECTRON CORRELATIONS IN PARTIALLY FILLED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 125312
2r2/2d2)/d at small r. One can expect that other effec
~such as due to the LL mixing! are too weak to produce larg
anharmonicity, and thus that the actual pseudopotential
occurs in the experimental systems is indeed nearly
monic atR<5.

VI. NUMERICAL ENERGY SPECTRA
FOR THE COULOMB PSEUDOPOTENTIAL

If an incompressible GS occurs in an infinite system a
certain filling factorn, and if the correlations responsible fo
the incompressibility have a finite~short! rangej, then the
L50 ~nondegenerate! GS’s are expected to occur in suffi
ciently large (R.j) finite ~spherical! systems for a series o
electron numbersN and LL degeneracies 2l 11, such that
N/(2l 11)→n for N→`. In particular, for then5 1

2 filling
~of then51 LL; relevant for then5 5

2 state! we expect such
series atN/(2l 11)→ 1

2 , for whichNh /N→1. The excitation
gapsD above theL50 GS’s are generally expected to d
crease as a function ofN ~as the size quantization weaken!
but it must converge to a finite valueD`.0 in the N→`
limit.

We have calculated the energy spectra of up to 16 e
trons filling 1

3 <n< 2
3 of the lowest, first excited, and secon

excited LL. Due to the particle-hole symmetry in an isolat
LL ( N↔Nh), only the systems withNh>N need be consid-
ered. The dependence of the GS degeneracy and excit
gapD on N and 2l ~i.e., onN andn) is different in different
LL’s. As pointed out by Morf,27 near the half-filling of the
n51 LL the nondegenerate (L50) GS’s with the largest
excitation gaps occur in systems with the even values oN
and uN2Nhu52. This corresponds to evenN and 2l 52N
23, the values for the MRn5 5

2 state, or its particle-hole
conjugate at 2l 52N11. Indeed, these numerical GS’s we
shown27 to have large overlap with the spherical version
the exact MR trial wave function. Note also that, as given
Eq. ~7!, the value 2l 52N23 describes the Laughlinn2*
5 1

4 state ofR51 pairs. The excitation gaps forN5Nh12
510, 12, 14, and 16 electrons areD50.0192, 0.0258,
0.0220, and 0.0219e2/l, respectively. A similar series o

FIG. 1. The pseudopotentials~energy vs squared-pair angula
momentum! of the Coulomb interactionVC

(n) in the lowest (n50)
and two excited (n51 and 2! Landau levels~a!, and of the model
interactionsUx ~b! andWx ~c!, calculated for Haldane’s sphere wit
2l 525. l is the magnetic length.
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nondegenerate (L50) GS’s with slightly smaller gaps occu
for all even values ofN5Nh ~i.e., at 2l 52N21), except for
N510. Both these series correspond to the half-filledn51
level ~i.e., ton5 5

2 ) in the N→` limit. In the following, we
assume that the series ofN electron GS’s at 2l 52N11 in
the n51 LL describes then5 5

2 state of an infinite~planar!
system, and study correlations in these states.

We have also identified two other series of nondegene
GS’s with fairly large excitation gaps. One series occurs
both odd and even values ofN and at 2l 53N27, and these
GS’s correspond to then5 7

3 filling in the N→` limit. The
gaps forN58, 9, . . . , 12electrons areD50.0192, 0.0295,
0.0217, 0.0140, and 0.0049e2/l, respectively. From the
particle–hole symmetry, a conjugate series occurs at e
values ofN and at 2l 5 3

2 N12, and corresponds ton5 8
3 .

Note that neither of these series occur at the values ol
given by Eqs.~6! or ~7! corresponding to the Laughlin paire
n2* 5 1

8 ~for n5 7
3 ) or n2* 5 1

2 ~for n5 8
3 ) state. Note also tha

although the GS’s at 2l 53N27 haveL50 and significant
gap D at every value ofN that we were able to check nu
merically, the magnitude of their gapD decreases too
quickly with increasingN to allow a definite statement of th
incompressibility of these GS’s in the thermodynamic lim
Therefore, although our numerical results forN<12 show
perfect regularity in the occurrence ofL50 GS’s with a
large gap at 2l 53N27 as a function of the system size,
cannot be ruled out~based on our numerics alone! that the
gap for this series collapses in theN→` limit. However,
since an incompressible FQH state is experimenta
observed17 at n5 7

3 , and since no other series ofL50 GS’s
occurs in the numerical spectra, it is more likely that the g
of the 2l 53N27 series persists atN→`. In any case, the
following analysis of correlations near then5 7

3 filling re-
mains valid whether the proposed 2l 53N27 series does
represent the incompressiblen5 7

3 state or not.

VII. NUMERICAL ENERGY SPECTRA
FOR MODEL PSEUDOPOTENTIALS

The pseudopotential of the Coulomb (}r 21) interaction
is different in different LL’s. Forn50 it is superharmonic in
the entire range ofR, while for n51 it is superharmonic a
R>5 but harmonic betweenR51 and 5. To study the tran
sition of the electron system atn> 1

3 from the Laughlin- to
MR-correlated phase we use a model pseudopotentialUx(R)
shown in Fig. 1~b!, for whichUx(1)51, Ux(R>5)50, and
Ux(3)5xVH(3), whereVH(3) is the ‘‘harmonic’’ value de-
fined so thatU1 is linear inL8(L811) for R between 1 and
5. TheUx(R) is intended to model the anharmonic part of
repulsive ~Coulomb! pseudopotential~at short range!. The
omitted harmonic part does not affect many-electron wa
functions and only results in a shift of the entire energy sp
trum by a constant}L(L11). The variation ofx in Ux(R)
from x50 throughx51 up to x.1 ~superharmonic, har-
monic, and subharmonic at smallR, respectively! allows
calculation of wave functions and energy spectra of syste
whose low-energy states have well-known correlatio
~Laughlin correlations atx50 and pairing or grouping into
2-5
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larger clusters atx@1), and their comparison with those o
Coulomb pseudopotentials for differentn. The comparison
of the n51 Coulomb energy spectra with the spectra ofUx
with x50, 1

2 , 1, 2, and 5 is shown in Fig. 2 for the system
of N58 ~a–f!, 10 (a8–f8), and 12 electrons (a9–f9) at 2l
52N11, in which the MR GS occurs in then51 LL. The
energy scale is not shown on the vertical axes because
graphs are intended to show the structure of low-ene
spectra rather than the values of energy~the values obtained
for the model pseudopotentials scale withUx(1), which we
arbitrarily set equal to unity, and should include addition
energy due to the neglected harmonic part of the pseud
tential!.

In the spectra forx,1 ~b–b9 and c–c9) the low-lying
states have Laughlin correlations and can be unders
within the CF~or Haldane’s hierarchy! picture. For the three

FIG. 2. TheN-electron energy spectra~energy vs angular mo
mentum L) on a Haldane’s sphere:N58 and 2l 517 ~a–f!, N
510 and 2l 521 (a8–f8), and N512 and 2l 525 (a9–f9), calcu-
lated for the Coulomb pseudopotential in the first excited Lan
level VC

(1) ~a–a9), and for model interactionUx with x between 0
~b–b9) and 5 ~f–f9). Circles and lines mark the lowest energ
states. The Moore-Readn5

5
2 state is the ground state in each Co

lomb spectrum.
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systems used in our example, the lowest states are Jan
5 2

5 GS atL50 and the band of excited states at 2<L<6
containing a quasielectron–quasihole~QE–QH! pair (b8–
c8), and the states containing a pair of QH’s~b–c! or QE’s
(b9–c9) in the n5 2

5 state.
While it is well known that the energy spectra forx,1

are similar to the Coulomb spectra in the lowest LL, they a
clearly different from those in the first excited LL. As ex
pected from the behavior ofVC

(1)(R), the best approximation
to then51 Coulomb spectra is obtained forUx with x'1.
Regardless of the value of GS angular momentum in thx
50 spectra, theL50 GS’s occur in all the three systems
x51. At x@1, whenUx(R) becomes strongly subharmon
betweenR51 and 5, theL50 GS persists in some system
~f and f9) but not in others~f8!.

Similar plots for then5 7
3 spectra ofN59, 10, and 11

electrons at 2l 53N27 are shown in Fig. 3. For eachN, the
low-lying states of superharmonic pseudopotentialsU0
~b–b9) and U0.5 ~c–c9) contain four QE’s in the Laughlin
n5 1

3 state, while the Coulomb spectra in then51 LL
~a–a9) all have aL50 ground state with a significant exc
tation gap, and all resemble the spectra of harmonic
subharmonic pseudopotentialsU1 ~d–d9), U2 ~e–e9), and
U5 ~f–f9).

VIII. CORRELATIONS IN LOW LYING STATES

To find out if the correlations atn5 5
2 or 7

3 can be under-
stood in terms of electron pairing, we have analyzed
CFGP’s of low-lying states near the half-filling. In Fig. 4 w
show some examples of the fullG(R) profiles ~pair-
correlation functions! calculated for the lowestL50 states
of eight and ten electrons at 2l 52N11 (n5 5

2 ) and 2l
53N27 (n5 7

3 ). The N58 state at 2l 517 ~a–c! contains
two QH’s in the incompressiblen5 2

5 state for the Coulomb
interaction in the lowest LL, and it becomes a MR GS with
large excitation gap in the first excited LL. TheN510 state
at 2l 521 (a8–c8) is the Jainn5 2

5 state in then50 LL, and
the MR state forn51. Finally, theN510 state at 2l 523
(a9–c9) contains four QE’s in the Laughlinn5 1

3 state in the
n50 LL, and it is then5 7

3 state forn51.
It can be seen in Figs. 4~a–a9) that for all three systems

the ~Laughlin! correlations obtained for then50 Coulomb
interaction are well reproduced by the model superharmo
interactionUx with x50 ~the Laughlin correlations mea
that the parentageG(1) from theR51 pair state is mini-
mized!. From Figs. 4~b–b9), the correlations in then51 LL
are quite different, and they are better reproduced by
model interactionUx with x51 ~harmonic at short range!.
Clearly, the Laughlin-like ‘‘correlation hole’’ atR51 char-
acteristic of low lying states in then50 LL is absent forn
51. Instead, the total parentage from the two states aR
51 and 3 is minimized, which results in the shift of th
maximum ofG(R) from R53 ~as is for n51) to R55.
Finally, the correlations forn52 shown in Figs. 4~c–c9) are
not well reproduced byUx with any value ofx. A better
approximation is obtained for a model pseudopoten
Wx(R) shown in Fig. 1~c!, for which Wx(1)51, Wx(R

u

2-6
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>7)50, Wx(3)5xVH(3), and Wx(5)5xVH(5), that is
Wx(R) is harmonic betweenR53 and 7, andx controls
harmonicity betweenR51 and 5. Similar plots for large
systems ofN512 and 14 electrons interacting through Co
lomb pseudopotentials are shown in Fig. 5. In then51 LL,
all threeL50 states in frames~b–b9) are the incompressible
ground states atn5 5

2 or 7
3 .

Let us note that a tendency ofG to decrease with increas
ing R, observed most clearly at largerR ~i.e., at separations
beyond the correlation length!, is characteristic of the close
~spherical! geometry. For example,G decreases linearly as
function ofR ~for the n51 state!. However, the occurrenc
of minima and maxima inG(R), i.e., the differences betwee
the values ofG at neighboring values ofG, is independent of
the geometry.

The above-described change of correlations whenn

FIG. 3. TheN-electron energy spectra~energy vs angular mo
mentum L) on a Haldane’s sphere:N59 and 2l 520 ~a–f!, N
510 and 2l 523 (a8–f8), and N511 and 2l 526 (a9–f9), calcu-
lated for the Coulomb pseudopotential in the first excited Lan
level VC

(1) ~a–a9), and for model interactionUx with x between 0
~b–b9) and 5 ~f–f9). Circles and lines mark the lowest energ
states. The incompressiblen5

7
3 state is the ground state in eac

Coulomb spectrum.
12531
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changes from 0 to 1 and 2 occurs for all low-energy sta
~not only for the GS or theL50 sector! and at any filling
factor n between about13 and 2

3 . Since the~Laughlin! corre-
lation hole at smallR results from the superharmonicity o
the pseudopotential at short range, it is not surprising t
this hole changes from a single pair state atR51 ~for n
50) to a couple of pair states atR51 and 3~for n51) or at
R53 and 5~for n52), when the range ofR in which the
~Coulomb! pseudopotential is subharmonic changes withn.

The crossover between the Laughlin correlations and p
ing is best observed in the dependence of the CFGP’s
few smallest values ofR on the anharmonicity parameterx
of the model interactionUx . In Fig. 6 we show the plots o
G(1), G(3), andG(5) for the same lowestL50 states as in
Fig. 4, that is, states of eight electrons at 2l 517 ~a! and of
ten electrons at 2l 521 ~b! and 23~c!, obtained for theUx
interaction. Atx,1, whenUx is superharmonic in the entir
range ofR, the Laughlin correlations occur, meaning th
G(1) is close to its minimum possible value. As long as t
interaction is superharmonic~at short range!, the values of
CFGP’s ~and thus also the wave functions! weakly depend
on the details of the pseudopotential~here, onx). At x.1,
correlations of a different type occur, which persist up to t
x→` limit. These correlations mean avoiding as much
possible the pair state atR53 ~i.e., the most superharmoni
part of Ux), which results in a large parentage fromR51.
The abrupt crossover between the two types of correlati
occurs nearx51, whereG(1) quickly increases from its
minimum value,G(3) drops to its minimum value, and

u

FIG. 4. The pair-correlation functions~coefficient of fractional
parentageG vs relative pair angular momentumR) in the lowest
energyL50 state ofN electrons on a Haldane’s sphere:N58 and
2l 517 ~a–c!, N510 and 2l 521 (a8–c8), andN510 and 2l 523
(a9–c9), calculated for the Coulomb pseudopotential in the low
~a–a9), first excited ~b–b9), and second excited~c–c9) Landau
level, and for the appropriate model interactionUx or Wx .
2-7
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maximum occurs inG(5). At the crossing points in frames
~a,b!, G(1) is close to the value (N21)21 describingN2
5 1

2 N pairs each withR51. To obtain this value, which we
will denote byGN232(1), we use thefact that the contribu-

tion of eachn51 droplet ofN8 electrons to the total numbe
1
2 N(N21)G(1) of R51 pairs is 1

2 N8(N821)G13N8(1),
where the coefficientG13N8(1) describes an isolated drople

The CFGP’s calculated for the Coulomb pseudopotent
with n50 and 1 are marked in Fig. 6 with full symbols. Th
symbols are plotted at arbitrary values ofx to show that the
correlations forVC

(0) can be well reproduced byUx with a
finite x,1, and that the correlations forVC

(1) are well ap-
proximated byUx with x'1.

The most important conclusion from Fig. 6 is that t
correlations in the partially filled~in particular, half-filled!
LL are very sensitive to the harmonicity of the pseudopot
tial at short range, and the largest~smallest! number of pairs
occurs at those of small values ofR, at which V(R) is
sub~super!harmonic. The Coulomb pseudopotentialVC

(1) in
the n51 LL is nearly harmonic betweenR51 and 5, and
thus the correlations it causes correspond to the cross
point between the sub- and superharmonic regimes.
number ofR51 pairs in the~MR! GS at n5 5

2 is almost
equal to half the number of electrons,1

2 N. This is consistent
with the notion of the paired character of the~MR! ground
state, and supports its interpretation at the Laughlin pa
n2* 5 1

4 state. Then5 7
3 GS shown in Fig. 6 does not occur

the value of 2l given by Eq.~6! or ~7!. Also, the value of

FIG. 5. The pair-correlation functions~coefficient of fractional
parentageG vs relative-pair angular momentumR) in the lowest
energyL50 state ofN electrons on a Haldane’s sphere:N512 and
2l 525 ~a–c!, N512 and 2l 529 (a8–c8), andN514 and 2l 529
(a9–c9), calculated for the Coulomb pseudopotential in the low
~a–a9), first excited ~b–b9), and second excited~c–c9) Landau
level.
12531
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G(1) in this state seems smaller thanGN232(1). This pre-
cludes a description of this state as involving Laughlin c
relations among1

2 N electron pairs each withR51.
The correlations induced byVC

(2) are different from those
in the n50 or n51 LL and cannot be modeled byUx . The
reason is thatVC

(2) is not superharmonic up toR57. A better
approximation is obtained using model pseudopoten
Wx(R). The plots ofG(1), G(3), andG(5) for theWx inter-
action in Figs. 6~d,e,f! show a similar breakup of Laughlin
correlations atx'1 as those forUx . It is clear that the
correlations in then52 LL can be modeled byWx with an
appropriatex.1, and also that the effective value ofx ~i.e.,
the correlations! depends onn. It can be expected that th
tendency to occupy theR51 state and to avoid theR53
and 5 states will cause grouping of electrons into larger dr
lets of local n significantly larger than the average valu
^n&5N/2l . The local filling factor of each droplet could b
as high asn51 if the parentage from theR51 pair state
were maximized. Indeed, the values ofG(1) for the Coulomb
states in Figs. 6~d,e,f! are much larger thanGN232(1). Let us
add that the~local! filling factor of very small droplets is no
as well defined as for a macroscopic system. By saying
a small droplet hasn51 we only mean that, as in the mac
roscopicn51 system, theR51 pair state is occupied a
much as it is allowed by the Pauli exclusion principle. F
example, then51 state of a two-electron droplet simpl
means theR51 pair state.

t

FIG. 6. The dependence of the coefficients of fractional pare
ageG from pair states at the smallest values of relative-pair ang
momentum,R51, 3, and 5, on the anharmonicity parameterx of
the model pseudopotentialsUx ~a,b,c! andWx ~d,e,f!, calculated for
the lowestL50 state ofN electrons on a Haldane’s sphere:N58
and 2l 517 ~a,d!, N510 and 2l 521 ~b,e!, andN510 and 2l 523
~c,f!. The values ofG for the Coulomb pseudopotential in the lowe
and two excited Landau levels are marked with symbols.
2-8
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More insight into the nature of correlations in differe
LL’s can be obtained from Figs. 7 and 8, in which we p
the dependences of the excitation gapD and parentage coef
ficientsG(R) for a few smallest values ofR on the value of
2l ~i.e., onn). The gapsD are taken from theL50 GS’s,
and we setD50 when the GS hasLÞ0. The CFGP’s are
calculated for the absolute GS’s ofN electrons at given 2l
~not the lowest energyL50 state!.

The comparison of curves forN510 and 12 confirms tha
to minimize total interaction energy at anyn, electrons inter-
acting through a pseudopotentialV(R) avoid as much as

FIG. 7. The dependence of the excitation gap~a,b,c! and the
coefficients of fractional parentageG from pair states at the smalles
values of the relative-pair angular momentum,R51, 3, 5, and 7
~d,e,f! on 2l , calculated for the ground states ofN510 electrons on
a Haldane’s sphere, in the lowest~a,d!, first excited~b,e!, and sec-
ond excited~c,f! Landau levels. For degenerate ground statesL
Þ0) the gap is set to zero.

FIG. 8. The dependence of the excitation gap~a,b,c! and the
coefficients of fractional parentageG from pair states at the smalles
values of the relative pair angular momentum,R51, 3, 5, and 7
~d,e,f! on 2l , calculated for the ground states ofN512 electrons on
a Haldane’s sphere, in the lowest~a,d!, first excited~b,e!, and sec-
ond excited~c,f! Landau levels. For degenerate ground statesL
Þ0) the gap is set to zero.
12531
possible the total parentage from pairs states correspon
to VAH(R).0. Because of relation~4!, minimization of par-
entage from those most strongly repulsive pair states imp
large parentage from less strongly repulsive pair states a
neighboring values ofR. Thus, forn50 the occurrence of
incompressible Laughlin-Jain states with largeD coincides
with downward peaks inG(1) and upward peaks inG(3).
For n51, whereG(1)1G(3) is minimized, largeD coin-
cides with upward peaks inG(5). Finally, for n52 the oc-
currence of gaps seems to be connected with the behavi
G(7).

Note that in then51 LL, the gapD50.0049e2/l in the
N512 electron system at 2l 529 is smaller than the gaps fo
N<11 at the same filling factor~given by 2l 53N27) and
than the gap forN512 at a neighboring 2l 528. The dimin-
ishing of D as a function ofN in the 2l 53N27 series of
GS’s indicates that this series might not describe the
served incompressiblen5 7

3 state in theN→` limit. In any
case, it remains true that the occurrence of a finite-sizL
50 GS with a large gap (D50.0201e2/l) at N512 and
2l 528 coincides with an upward cusp inG(5).

The occurrence of similar maxima inG(5) at n5 5
2 , 7

3 ,
and 8

3 ~or, more exactly, at the values ofN and 2l at which
nondegenerate GS’s with large gaps occur! for n51 indi-
cates common correlations in these three states, diffe
from those in other LL’s. We have marked the values
G(1) corresponding to grouping ofN electrons into1

2 N pairs,
GN232(1)5(N21)21. Clearly, the average number ofR
51 pairs decreases with increasing 2l that seems to disagre
with the prediction of Laughlin pairedn2* 5(2q2)21 states
for all values ofq2 between 1 and 4~for Laughlin paired
states one should expectG(1)'(N21)21 independently of
2l ). However, the number ofR51 pairs is roughly equal to
1
2 N for 2l corresponding to the MR state atn5 5

2 , which
suggests the Laughlin pairedn2* 5 1

4 state as an appropriat
description at this particular filling.

The observation thatG(1) in the n51 LL decreases
monotonically as a function of 2l and that G(1)'(N
21)21 at n5 5

2 suggests that allN electrons form pairs a
exactly n5 5

2 , but only a fraction of electrons pair up (N2
, 1

2 N andN1.0) whenn, 5
2 , and some pairs are replace

by largern51 clusters~e.g., by three-electron droplets eac
with l 353l 23) when n. 5

2 . The breakup or clustering o
pairs can be understood from the behavior of the effec
pseudopotentials describing interaction between electr
pairs, and larger droplets and will be discussed in a sub
quent publication.39

In the n52 LL, the average number ofR51 pairs is
larger than 1

2 N, indicating formation of larger droplets o
locally increased density~e.g., then51 stripes33,34! sepa-
rated from one another. As marked in Fig. 8~f!, in the~fairly
small! N512 electron system, G(1)'G433(1)5 3

2 (N
21)21 near the half-filling, which corresponds to four thre
electron droplets.

IX. CONCLUSION

Using exact-numerical diagonalization in Haldane
spherical geometry we have studied electron correlati
2-9
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near the half-filling of the lowest and excited LL’s. We ha
shown that the electrons interacting through a pseudopo
tial V(R) generally avoid pair states corresponding to la
and positive anharmonicity ofV(R). We have shown that a
a result of different behavior ofV(R) in different LL’s, the
correlations in the excited LL’s are different than the Laug
lin correlations in the lowest LL. This confirms different or
gin of the incompressibility of then5 1

3 and 7
3 GS’s. In par-

ticular, correlations in the partially filled first excited (n
51) LL depend critically on the harmonic behavior of th
Coulomb pseudopotential at short range, and are destro
when the pseudopotential becomes either strongly supe
monic ~as forn50) or strongly subharmonic~as forn52).
The Moore-Read incompressible state atn5 5

2 occurs at the
LL degeneracy~flux! given by 2l 52N23 ~and 2l 52N
11 for its particle-hole conjugate!. This value of 2l and the
calculated CFGP’s for the low-lying states indicate that
Moore-Readn5 5

2 state can be understood as a Laugh
correlatedn2* 5 1

4 bosonic state of electron pairs. Althoug
other filling factors at which incompressibility is observed
the n51 LL (n5 7

3 and 8
3 ) also arise in the sequence
.

ys

.
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Laughlin pairedn2* 5(2q2)21 states, we find no evidenc
that these are the actual Coulomb GS’s. The two serie
finite-size nondegenerate GS’s that we find in our numer
calculations and that extrapolate ton5 7

3 and 8
3 for N→`

occur at 2l 53N27 and 3
2 N12. These values of 2l are dif-

ferent from both these of Laughlin-Jain GS’s atn5 1
3 and 2

3

in the n50 LL, and those of the hypothetical Laughli
paired states atn2* 5 1

8 and 1
2 .
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